


there carhot be one. Eowever, problems do fall Into standard categories 

and using these and simulation techniques it is worth trying to get better 
1 

achieved importance because of: 1)high speed and 

dition transfer or branch instruction. While STRETCH 

e conditional transfer is relatively slow. 

can be used to compare STRETCH speed to another 

lem type is fairly well specified. STRETCH is a 

computing speed is from 0.8 to about 8 times that 

on several factors. With moderately expert pro- 

gramming dominated in favor of add an8multiply parallel unit instructions, 

the machine would average about 6 times the speed of the 7090 (if the word 

length and memory capacity are sufficient on a 7090). With really expert ut 


programming on such problems STRETCH can be 8 times the speed of the 
I 

7090. On programs which, because of necessity or  inadequate knowledge of 

STRETCH, are dominated by logical instructions, STRETCH will be about 
I 

the same speed as a 7090. 

. The instructions a re  more general than it is ecohomical to have them 
l 

and this generality makes the machine slower. I 

Checking features are valuable for the present reliability of the machine. 

st results only, STRETCH would not be considered 

l1reliable” without 
I 



"advanced development" kind of project but had 

and STRETCH all the same general machine added to the difficulties of 

The original plans called for circuits with an average delay of 20 . 

nanoseconds per circuit element. Circuit engineers proposed and later pro-

duced circuits with delays of about 20 nanoseconds per element. There 

was possibly a misunderstanding by the systems planning group that these 

circuits could be used or  that through further work and better transistors 

10 nanosecond circuits could be obtained. The circuit speeds did not, in 

fact, become faster and hence there was a gap between \he originally pro- 

posed speeds and those which could reasonably be obtained. 

The pa r t  of STRETCH comprising I-Box, Look-Ahead and the controls 

connecting these to other parts of the machine is considered very compli- 





1 

I 

1 

htraductlan 

The STRETCH system has the fastest operating arithmetic unit. Yet 

on some otherwise reasonable programs the STRETCH system would be 
I 

slower than a How does one evaluate a computer like this and how 

This report discusses these topics. It consists of 

art considers methods of evaluation and examines the 

e second part discusses the development of the STRETCH 

! ' 
i 

i 

I 
 Part I
~ 

_I_ 

I 
C' 

~ 

Methods:of Evaluation 

One must understand at the outset that there'exists no completely 
* 

satisfactory method of evaluating a computer. Although the individual 

steps in'computinga r e  precise, the field of computing is broad and general. 

There is no "standard1'problem. There is no general purpose machine. If 
j 

a definite sequence of steps fo r  a computation is stated, any computer could 
~ 

be examined in the light'of these, of course. However,' we do not want this 

because we seek always to solve a problem and more than one sequence of 
I 

steps will give a solution to the same problem. Perhaps an evaluation 
* I 

I 

could be'carried out fo r  a problem or  a class of problems -- if we could 

agree on what the class of pro m s  whould be. Evaluating a 
I 


I , 
, 
I 



book. 	 !ltI s Impossible unless we have som8 standards and who is to say 
i 

standard$ are. I hold no hope, therefore, for a completely sat 

ethod, but it is worth striving f o r  methods which c 
I 

be used if the problems a re  defined. 

considering the distribution of instructions in the 

and then finding how long it would take a computer 

uctions is the most widely used method of evaluation. 

Tn a "balanced" machine, in the Von Neumann sense, this is certainly a 

thod. Most of the machines have been fairly similar in the past. 

For a given problem and with a good understanding of a machine to select 
I 

tha beit instaauctiisns, it i s s t i ~a gsoam~thod,but the evabuaticm ~ k :8 given 
t 

machide may still vary considerably from one problem to  the next. , 
I 

Other Methods of Evaluation 
I 

For scientific problems it is possible, I think, to select about 10 

representative problems which form the types most frequently used. After 

l a machine is built, a very ,effective evaluation would consist in observing
I 

i the operating times on these same problems with due regard for advanta-



not correct. 

achines before applying them to new designs. 

as containing fairly short loops of essentially the following instruction 

1 load a register from \memory 

multiply by another number from memory 

~ conditional transfer or branch 

(More complicated mixes including many regularly used at IBM are, 

Table I gives a list of the instruction operation times for a few of the 

main instructions in the 7030, the 7090 and the 704 for comparison. These 

times were obtained by running each of the individual instructions repeti- 

(shifts and bit distribution affect these times) and also they represent times 

when the instruction listed is followed by the same instruction. 



In the case of Stretch these a re  average nurnbers except where a range is. 
I 

ven. j 
1 

II 

I . 
I 
~ , 

--_ 
The very peat  importance of the automatic computer has been attributed 

~ 

to two things: 1) high speed and 2) the "conditional transfer1' o r  ''branch1' 

which depends upon the results of some previous calculation. It should be 

noted right here that the STRETCH can do arithimetic kxceedingly fast, but 

on the second item, branch, STRETCH is actually slower than a 7090 (except 

for the simplest branch, namely, count-on-branch). This is a matter of 



-7030 -70 90 -704 
1.3 usec. 4.4usec. 

2.7 29 


4.8 4.4 


-2.5 4: 4 24 
_I_ 

-11.3 42.2 276 

6.8 42.2 

40 . 6.5 

Tul table 31 the simple list using a count-on-branch (the shortest branch 

time in STRETCH) shows the STRETCH to be 24 times as fast as the 704. 

has a word length which is much 1om;yerthan the 7090 and from a 

mathematical viewpoint it is proper to say that the amount of computing done 
I 

is proportional to word length. I have applied this factor as an adjustment. 

STRETCH is 40 times the speed of the 704on this simple list of 

and frequently used instructions in scientific problems. Word 

I 

I 



I 

sion, on the 7030, is obtained, except for storage time, in substan- 

as the single precision 7030 instructions, but pro- 

d so seldom that its value may not be important. 

important thing to  note about Table 11is that almost 

of instructions than the one I have chosen would make 

the 7030 take longer in comparison to the 7090 and 704. This is because 

divisi.ons and bran s which depend upon the result in the arithmetic unit 

a r e  relatively not ast in STRETCH. Thus a problem with little arit 
C' 

but mostly logical branching operations (even when the branch is usually
I 

-not taken) would be slower on STRETCH than on.tlne 7090. Under these fairly 

extrem'e conditions, STRETCH would be about 0.8 times as fast as a VO90. 

Thus no single nurnber can serve to compare the STRETCH with another 
1 

system'. The comparison is very dependent on the fundamental type of pro- 

blem (mostly arithmetic or mostly logic) and the programming. With program-

ming which takes into account a knowledge of the macbine, and on primarily 

large problems in arithmetic which can still f i t  into the 7090 memory, the 

STRETCH would be on the average about 6 times as fast as a 7090 (8 times in 

some cases) or about 40 times faster than a 704 (53 times in some cases). 



other factors which affect the value of a system in 

bas already been mentioned and has already been taken 

into account in the above estimates. From a practical st.a ht, only in 

some big problems is the long word length necessary, ut here it &neces-

sary and STRETCH has it. 

is important and STRETCH has many combination 

, 
will be somewhat less  than on a 7090. This effect, by itself, will not be a 

large effect, but may m o u n t  to a 25% reduction in number of instructions 

required as compared to a 7090. STRETCH also has an extremely flexible 

I 

~ * 

and complete list of instructions. This should in some cases make program- 

ming easier, but the resulting program is not necessarily a fast one. For 

example, the VFL unit contributes to this flexibility, but the VFL instructions 

a r e  slow. For a machine for "scientific1' problems one wonders why the VFL 

unit is there at all (except for the parts for exponent arithrnetic), but it turns 

' 

1 

out thai for checking reasons practically all logical instructions have been 

designed to use the VFL unit. 

lnstruction sequence affects the speed of the machine. In many cases 

groups of instructions can be.carried out in a time less  than or  more than that 

, 
, 



could be made to favor the fast instructions. This should certainly be done, 

but it should be remembered that some people do not wish to rely on a 

compiler and do not use them. STRETCH is an extremely complicated 

machine and fast programs will depend upon a knowledge of the machine. 

This is somewhat like minimwn access programming on a drum machine. 

It is an undesirable feature to have to  contend with. It places a premium 

. on high quality programming. 

Checkinq feature6 are of importanc’6 becauge ,in STRETCW almost I 

every machine e r ro r  is detected and many a re  corrected. Thus a user 

can feel fairly certain that a result is not in e r ror  a6 far as the machine is 

concerned (and may give him a false sense of security into thinking his pro-

gram is OK if he gets a result). All programs should have mathematical 

assurance’ of machine results but based upon recent tests about half of the 

problems longer than 45 minutes will show a check erko: and require re-

running for that reason. \ 

~ IWithout the checking features and based upon these first few months -- _.. 

of use, the STRETCH would not be considered reliable because an e r ro r  



I 

procedures, now proposed, do solve the problem but will have in my opinion 
I 

f 

a bad effect on IBM machine reliability reputation. 

Memory capacitx in STRETCH in both cores and disks is very large 
! 

This is obviously an important item to large problems especially 

onvenience standpoint. From a basic standpoint the Von Neum 

versus Teller attitudes on this have never been settled. 

hput- output features on STRETCH, like the memories, are excellent. 

Conclusions on Evaluation of STRETCH 

STRETCH is a machine whose internal computing speed is from 0.8 

to abou'c, 8 times that of the 7090. With moderately expert programming 
C' 

dominated in favor of add and multiply parallel arithmetic unit inshctions,  

the machine would usually be about 6 times the speed of a 7090. On programs 

which, because of necessity or  inadequate knowledge of STRETCH operation, ,. 

are dominated by VFL and branch instructions, STRETCH will be about the same 

speed as a 7090. 

The relatively slow VFL and branch instructions compromise the 

value of STRETCH. I do not know how to place a numerical value on this, 

Because branch orders, at least in some quantity, are responsible for the 

present; llautomaticll computer, IBM should not underestimate the impor- 
_._-

t ame  of this. At best these relatively slaw orders place a restriction on the 

programming. 

The very flexible and slow instructions in STRETCH are certainly not 



If STRETCH will be colored by the 7090. The easy 
I 

ce of these last few years is in the 7090. It is an 

extremely good ter. All of the developments in speed which are in 

the 7090 were st and sponsored for  STRETCH. The 7090 has the elec-
I 

rical circuit advancements of STRETCH but with the more conventional 

organization. It will be hard, then, to show big improvements in speed in 

STRETCH on every type of instruction. Indeed, it is only through parallel- 
l 

ing of operations achieved by a more complicated logic, that we can hope to 

get a higher speed. When this paralleling idea breaks down, STRETCH 
I 

cannot be expected to be faster than the 7090. Indeed, i f  the normal pattern 

low is upset, we must expect it to take jui t  as long to get STRETC 
1 


started up again as it does to get the 7090 going. (It happens that sometim 
l 

it can take considerably longer on STRETCH because of the decision to 

return dl1 registers to their former state before the branch occurred). 

I 



I 
The Original Requirements 

STRETCH began, obviously, as an advanced development program which 
I 


was intended to do everything anyone could think about in 1955 and 1956. The I 

1 


enthusiasm of I
ers,  engineering conjectures, proposals and promotional 
I 


~ 

attitudes all aff the early work. To tie together such a large program 

and to support it large contract appeared to be necessary. A contract was 



'out in a'10 megacycle period of 100 nanoseconds. Eence, the Individual 
I 

logical steps could be allowed on the average 10nanoseconds each. J. C. Logue 
I 

wrote about 20 nanosecond circuits which may have been misinterpreted by 


Arndahl as a double logical step. In any case R. A; Henle, with experimen-


tal transistors, with light loads on experimental circuits, did soon produce 


circuits which had delays of 10 nanoseconds. These circuits were of the 


"current switching" and llnon-saturatingll type. They used P N P  and NPN 


transistors in alternate steps, an excellent idea to avoid some potential 

! 

changes. These circuits are, in general, excellent. 'L'ney were later 

"standardized1' and are now in the 7090. 
I 

*' 

The Conflicting Requirements of Harvest and a Commercial Machine 


Although the requirements for STRETCH were pinned down by the con-


tract, the pending contract on Harvest and the hopes far a commercial 

I 

STRETCH soon became involved in the program. li? fact, it was thought 


that all! 
I 
three requirements could be met by the sarne main program. Thus, 


, 	 the STR.€ZTCH was bound b the contract to a high speed main aritmetic unit 

and checking features and now it had to  serve also twq rather different needs, 
I 

logically very different. The decision to make all three under one machine 


organization was certainly a complicating feature as far as the machine 


instruction list and control were concerne 1 view this now as a mistake. 

I 

Parallel Arithmetic Unit 

l 



e 



The group put its greatest effort on the parallel ,arithmetic unit b 
I 

s was; what wax apeelffed and because this was best understoo 
I 

of this iffort the actual times were slower, as noted, by moun t s  which 
I 

exceed the 4 25% allowed for in the contract. 
I 

The times for branch instructions were not specified in the contract 

and the desires for generality of instructions for the other two types of 

machines tended, I think, to let these instructions come about through a 

complicated interplay between I Box, look-ahead and the arithmetic unit. 

It'is true that the machine has fallen short of many of its contract 
I 

specifications. However, it is the logical instructions and look-ahead which 
I 

make itirelatively slow and these were not explicitly stated in contracts. 
I 

I 


$may be to refex t o  the projest @tr@lchMemo QdQ which~~~~~~~~~~~ 

f 

gives 6 aapers which were presented at the IBM Engineering Research Con- 
I 

on June 20, 1956. This ser ies  of papers S v e s  the point of view of* 

the Engineers and Planners associated with this system just prior to the 
~ 

I 

contract. In the first paper Mr. Dunwell outlined the general form of the 

machink and gave some of the anticipated characteristics. He seemed to 
1 

indicatk clearly at that time that it was a development p r o g r m  when he 
-*-1 

following remarks: 

"Project Stretch has as its objective to put together 
i the most advanced computer which can be developed with-
! ' 
j .in the next 3 2/2 years, and to have the first model of 
1 this machine in operation in. the field at the end of that 
' time, which will be January, 1960. Project Stretch is 

now a part of the Reseaxh organization, and will 
, continue to remain in Research for the next year or 
1 year and a half. This provides us  with a maximum 
I 
I 

i 

I 



I 

Mr. Dunwell also gave machine speeds for addition and mu 
1

. I  

not division, whi ree with the times quoted in the Nove 

Alamos Contract. 

ser ies  of papers it is interesting also to notice the 

by 	Mr. J. C. Lope .  Mr. L o p e  had the principal 

loping the dircuits which were later to go into ST 

ting from his introduction: 

"The success or failure of this STRETCH program 
depends in a large measure ~ f ithe success of the compo- 

! n@nt@f!'BaY$, mil@kbie l a  t26@sf every m&chin@that kae 
' ever been built, it is particularly true of STRETCH. 

Other machines have incorporated one or two new com- 
ponents into their design, they in general, did not base 
this success on all new components. Many of the compo- 

, nents that were used in past machines were considered u. 

I initially to be standard items, but they turned out to be 
more complicated than first anticipated. In this respect 
1 . 1  	 . ~ m ~ 7 - 1 m r i - r - r  2 - J:.~J?----.-&, J.L-- -nAh:.u,rr n&?r\Yr+c, 

' 	 say that its characteristics a re  known. Why then do we 
have the optimism, which everyone on the program
exhibits to tackle such a task? One reason is that we 

I 	 feel the time is right for such a program. b o t h e r ,  and 
more important reason is that we feel we have an excellent 

1 	 physical research, component research, and manufacturing
effort to back us  up. Since the success or failure of 
STRETCH depends so  strongly on research support the 

~ Sao'cihilif-iT nhaqa nf fhp n-pnm-pnm h n s  heen init-jatedwithin 
~ the rese&h organization. li 



I 

X think Mr. Logue pointed out very effectively and clearly that the 
i 

omponents.and the circuits were by no means in hand. Indeed he indicated 

that there were prospects for new components,but that these were not in h 
1 

His enthusiasm was certainly justified at the time because the industry wa 
j 

' beginniig to understand magnetic components and had suggestions for 
i 

faster transistors. 
I 


I 


It'is a puzzle to understand why IBM,which has traditionally been 
I 

conservative in its approaches to proposals and commitments should enter , 

into an agreement with Los Namos for the delivery of a definite machine 
i 

with fairly definite specifications as far as speed is concerned when the 

engineers, although enthusiastic, were not at all certain just how they 

would carry out this work. 

The Complexity of the STRETCH System 

The STRETCH system is a tremendously complicated system. m e r e  

it was possible in the past for many engineers to understand in a matter of 
l 

a coup16 of days the flow of data for each instruction in a reasonably detailed 

way, it is doubtful whether a corresponding level of capability can be achieved .. 

for STRETCH in a couple of months by even a very competent engineer. 

With something as complicated as this, the design problem is very difficult 

indeed. The design problem was so  great that very closely interrelated units ~ 

in the control'and arithmetic unit had to be handled by several different men. 

None could understand the whole and none could easily be aware of what a 

c o m p r o h s e  in his unit would do to the over-all system. 
1 

i 




What happened was that planning groups under Fred Brooks and 

Werner; Buchholz formulated the general pattern and layout. Their job 
I 

was difficult enough in trying to satisfy the requirements for three sys- 
I 

tems and t o  incorporate everyone's wishes for every kind of feature. 
I 

After this planning stage engineers began to work. Because of the com-

, engineers had to work on their own units and did not understand 

much more than their own units. The system as conceived was too large 

to build and compromises had to be made. These compromises had to 
I 

be made without any single person in planning o r  engineering being aware 
I 

of how h e y  would affect the machine. Because the construction date 

was at hand the planning people did not get a chance to check the design and 

probably Y ~ Qsingle engineer really understood it until it wax being built. 
*' 

'I think that both R. Merwin and E. Block should have been called in earlierI 

l 

and the 'planning groups should have stayed with the project longer. Ideally 

a second iteration in the design should have taken place. I 

I 

There is more than one kind of complication. STRETCH, I believe, -
I 

introduced to IBM the idea of a sjandard interface between major units 
I 

especially input-output units. This is a very good idea which I support. It 
I 

is complicated but it is a simple kind of complication because the several 

major units do not have to work intimately together. In the control and 

ps  through I-Box, Look-Ahead and Arithmetic Unit, this is 

a llcornplicatedll kind of complication because it involves a very 

ion. ' I view this particular complicatio 
I 

I 

* I 

I 



1t:hasalready been remarked that STRETCH was really a part  of a 

goal for ,three systems in one. Related to this but separate from it, 

STRETCH has an extremely generalized set of instruction.s In some of 

these the value of one bit determines even the meaning or  use of another 

bit or bits. These bits take time to sense. The trouble is that it takes 

thing is ,costly in time. 

Personnel and IBM Organization 

STRETCH has been led (and in effect sponsored on many occasions) 

by Mr. S. W. Dunwell. He is a very capable man in what I might call 

engineering promotional wbrk. It is a direct result of his work that all 

of these new speeds could be introduced into the 7090, and 7070 and else- 

where.. !The STRETCH project was extremely large an'd needed his leader-

ship. STRETCH is a success in having produced an arithunetic unit which 

.isthis fast. Also, it is a success for  the innovations for the other machines. 

well did not have constant and expert engineering help in 



of IBM, including those at the University of Illinois, 

were not able to tantiate the speeds quoted by IBM at that time by 

extremely capable engineer but was not called in 

hink that Mr. Fletcher and others under him a re  very 

On something as complicated as STRETCH, :J: think that there has to 
I 

be one man who almost understands everything, and in particular knows and , 

acunir;~w n m  ne uoes nor; unuers~canu. iv i r .  DLWCK appears LW w v e  y r u w r i  

r 

k t o  that position. 
IOrganization 

*' 

changes have had their influence. The sectioning off 

of the circuit work to a "standards" circuit group probably had a detri-

mental effect on STRETCH and a benefitial effect on the 7090. The 7060 
1 . ,  7 - I ,  3 . I  I . . Iprogram i tseu tnrougn its temporary priority siowea up tne S.L.HLL.L 

program by some amount but the amount is uncertain. 

unaesirame Tor it t o  leave "researen" as soon as it cuq Decause IT;gave 

people inside the project and outside of the project the idea that research 
1 

support was no longer needed. It was, in fact, a highly developmental 
I 

ething different fro of course, but 
I \ 

I1 
i 
! 
i 

i 
c 





E. R. Piore 
H.G. K o l s Q A  I 

Dr. R. E. Meagher's STRETCH Evaluation 

?rhas requested that the attached sentence be added to his STRETCH re-
9 at the end of the first paragraph on Page 12. 

Joan Sicignano 
Secretary to Mr. F. J. Cumrniske 







Appendix 3 
R. E. Meagher 
May 26, 1961 

STRETCH RELIABILITY 

*The acceptunce t e a t s  for STRETCX carr ied o ~ r t  a t  Los Alamos 

showed the  e r r o r  r a t e  t o  be very much reduced as  compared t o  the  t e s t s  car r ied  

out i n  Poughkeepsie, In t h e  main report  I had indicated some concern because 

of  the  high "residue" error r a t e  i n  the cent ra l  processing u n i t ,  According 

t o  Mr. E, Bloch, there  was only one such e r r o r  i n  t h e  40 hours of acceptance 
0 

t es t s  a t  Los Alamos, Tho t o t a l  number f o r  t h e  CPU was only a few and t h e  

t o t a l  number for t h e  e n t i r a  system inclucifng a l l  input-output units was about 

35 f o r  t h e  same t e s t  period. 

1 understand t h a t  some of the  panel cabllng w88 repaired a f t e r  

shipmept and t h i s  i s  probably what reduced t h e  residue e r r o r  r a t e ,  This i s  

a very c red i tab le  irnprovomont, 
i 

I thinlc t h a t  t h i s  is a falkly low rats f o r  t h e  cent ra l  processing 

u n i t  and a reasonably low r a t e  f o r  tho input-output u n i t s ,  

It i s  my understanding t h a t  subs tan t ia l ly  a l l  of these  e r r o m  
9 

were Indicated by t h e  extensive checking system and did not, of course9 

produce an incor rec t  r o s u l t o  


